
Dear 3A, 2020-3-30 

thank you all for your home-done schoolwork. I really appreciate how much effort you              
all make to meet the goals - not to get bored and lazy. 

I am sending a regular dose of instructions and some work for you to do. This time it                  
will be some grammar for revision (I can feel your disgust and see your eyes rolling at me);                  
and you will use your students´ book this week. And the tasks are as follows: 
 
U5B QUANTIFIERS 
 
Please, read the explanation on p. 135, think about the quantifiers (each, every, either, both,               
few/a few, little/a little, many, much, all, most, some, any, no, most, none, everyone).  
 
TASK I) make your own model sentences with all of these quantifiers (each, every, either,               
both, few/a few, little/a little, many, much, all, most, some, any, no, most, none, everyone).               
Please, send your sentences (in word or in the text of an email) to florianova@gymkrom.cz               
by Tuesday 14th April, 2020 
 
TASK II) do the exercises on p.135-136 and read the text on p 54 and complete exercises 2,                  
3, 5, 6, 7 - please, do them. I can ask about them in one of the next Survio questionnaires. 
 
TASK III)  
Please, register at English Me platform at www.englishme.cz (at this time, your            
registration is free). After you have registered, enter the access code for our group 3A               
in the times of Quarantine, which is WEMABV.  
There will be some tasks for you to complete - however, I want you to find Gramatika                 
→ Rejstřík → Kvantifikátory (quantifiers) - read through the theory and do the tests (it will                
also be in the Homework section). 
 
Btw. do not forget about your Workbook ;) This may seem like a lot of work, but it does not                    
have to be. Next time, there will be some more relaxed tasks, I promise. :) 
 
Keep safe, watch films - I enjoyed your reviews so much! I got inspired by some of them and                   
watched the films/series myself - and read books. I would also like to thank you for your                 
feedback and the fact that you play the game with me and that your correspondence               
language is English and English only.  
 
I miss you all, take care 
Ef 
 
PS: I am sending the answer key for U5F - Reading on Clever machines 
p.59/4 1d 2b 3c 4a 5c 

 
p.59/6 1) pass a test 2) break a code 3) come up with a competition     

4) have a conversation 5) exchange messages  
6) enter a competition 7) win a prize 8) search a website 
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